Humio drives real-time observability for Lightbend Fast Data Platform

Streaming Log Management Solution Integrated with Fast Data Platform Enables Customers to Ingest Large Data Volumes Efficiently On-Prem

London – October 22, 2018 – Humio, the only log management solution offering real-time, limitless logging capabilities with instant accessibility to users, today announced integration with Lightbend Fast Data Platform. Humio’s dynamic log engine provides immediate observability for application and infrastructure level data for Lightbend Fast Data Platform. With the Humio and Lightbend integration, users can aggregate, interact and gain visibility with live log data in one solution by querying, developing dashboards and creating custom alerts. Humio’s streaming, real-time dashboards, alerting and high data volume ingest capabilities now provides customers the flexibility to scale up.

Lightbend Fast Data Platform is a curated distribution of open source and commercial technologies for designing, building, and deploying streaming fast-data applications and microservices. Humio’s integration with Lightbend provides a complimentary on-premises log management solution to provide deeper context, visualization and real-time analysis. Lightbend users can easily send logs from a variety of sources such as their streaming applications, microservices, Apache Spark, Apache Flink, and Apache Kafka for aggregation and analysis in one view. Lightbend users often generate large, multi TB/Day volumes of data and Humio’s ability to conduct further analysis, visualization and retention of the data easily and immediately provides unprecedented value for incident management, troubleshooting, audit scenarios as well as enabling an overall understanding of organizations' systems.

“Customers depend upon Lightbend Fast Data Platform to deliver streaming applications which impact the bottom line. The applications are distributed by nature with many moving parts generating large amounts of operational data. This data requires aggregation and analysis in real-time to prevent business disruptions,” said Craig Blitz, Lightbend Senior Product Director. “At the heart of Humio’s solution is a time-series database engine that is optimized as an efficient, on-premises solution, and we are thrilled to extend these
capabilities to Fast Data Platform customers to ensure system insights are efficient, fast and scalable for large data volumes."

“Lightbend continues to provide solutions to unleash customers’ ability to take advantage of streaming applications and data and we are thrilled to announce the Humio integration with the Fast Data Platform,” said Geeta Schmidt, Humio CEO. “Organizations we are servicing through this partnership require an on-premises solution and generate massive amounts of log data and we are excited to make it possible for them to aggregate all their data into one solution - Humio.”

By providing an on-prem log management solution integrated with Lightbend Fast Data Platform, customers now gain real-time streaming, dashboard and query capabilities from system and application log data. Humio’s efficiency allows Lightbend customers to ingest large multi TB/day data volumes efficiently, resulting in a significantly increased hardware TCO versus other solutions on the market.

About Humio:
Humio is a solution for aggregating, exploring, reporting, and analyzing log data in real-time. It gathers log data from a range of sources and can be deployed in both Cloud and On-Premises environments. Humio’s innovative data storage and in-memory search/query engine technologies provide a cost-competitive log management and analysis solution that requires significantly less hardware, engineering resources, and licensing costs vs. competing solutions. Humio has offices in London, San Francisco, and Aarhus, DK. For more information visit https://www.humio.com/ or follow @MeetHumio.

About Lightbend:
Lightbend (Twitter: @Lightbend) provides the leading Reactive application development platform for building distributed applications. Using microservices and fast data on a message-driven runtime, enterprise applications scale effortlessly on cloud computing architectures. Many of the most admired brands around the globe are transforming their businesses with our platform, engaging billions of users every day through software that is changing the world.
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